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FOREWORD
The basic ecological information provided by the Land
Systems Inventory is a major influencing factor in making
land management decisions on National Forest lands.
Undertaking these inventories is not an easy decision. The
Boise National Forest commitment to undertake this inventory necessitated estabhshing priorities which resulted in
curtailment of some specialists' inputs for project and
resource management plans. The inventories were completed
in 1972. Information from these inventories resulted in major
revisions of the Forest's land use plans which will provide
direction for other resource plans, such as timber management and transportation plans.
The Land Systems Inventory has provided defensible landbase information for use in a systematic approach for making
management decisions about National Forest lands.
EDWARD C. MAW
Forest Supervisor
Boise National Forest
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ABSTRACT
The Land Systems Inventory is an ecological inventory wliich
provides basic information for management decisions regarding allocations and uses of National Forest lands. The
development, concept, and uses of the Land Systems
Inventory being used in the Intermountain Region are
discussed. Basic characteristics and evaluations at the landtype association level of the system are given for major units
on the Boise National Forest in Idaho. Discussions of use and
application of this information emphasize the value of
integrating the land systems units with other basic inventories. Development of land capability groups from landtype
associations is used as an example of one way to make use of
this basic information. Relationships of levels of the system
and landtype associations to each other are given in illustrations. Tables containing summary characteristics and capabihty ratings are given. A colored map illustrating the
capabihty groups and landtype associations on the Boise
National Forest is presented in the appendix.
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INTRODUCTION
The basic elements required by the land
manager for allocating land for various
resource uses are information about the inherent capabiHty of the land, a knowledge of its
resources, and an identification of the needs
and demands of people. Increasing demands
on and competition between uses of the
various National Forest resources has placed a
growing emphasis on the need for good land
use planning. Continuing refinement of existing land use plans by the Forest Service has
generated a greater demand for information
on which to base meaningful and defensible
management decisions. The purpose of the
Land Systems Inventory is to provide the
ecological land base information for this
refinement effort.
DEVELOPMENT
The Land Systems procedure has been developed over a period of years by the soils staff
of the Intermountain Region. Originally,
efforts were directed toward obtaining this
land base information for National Forest
Ranger Districts located within the Idaho
Batholith (see location map on page 4).
Because of their high value and sensitivity to
disturbance, the need for reliable planning
information on these lands had been recognized for some time. As a result, a soilhydrologic reconnaissance of the Cascade
Ranger District, Boise National Forest, was
completed in 1969. Inventory efforts continued in the Idaho Batholith and nearby
Ranger Districts of both the Boise and Payette National Forests. Work continued and
the effort was extended to areas outside the
Idaho BathoUth.
The original information was arranged in two
categories—the geomorphic group and the
landtype. Reports developed under the current system now recognize seven levels of

intensity ranging from the physiographic
province down to specific sites in order of
increasing detail. At present, the land systems
inventory technique or variations of it are
being used in all National Forest Regions to
supply land base environmental information
for the land use planning effort. The system
was first described in 1972 by Wertz and
Arnold in a pubUcation titled "Land Systems
Inventory." The purpose of this report is to
explain the system as it has been developed
since that time and to show how the basic
information can be used in land use planning.
It is anticipated that the system will undergo
further revision and refinement. The Intermountain Region is presently refining procedures and methodology for identifying and
mapping the higher levels in the system. A
publication is in preparation for this work.
For this report, units at the landtype association level on the Boise National Forest are
described and aggregated into land capability
groups for use in Forest-wide planning.
BASIC CONCEPT
Land Systems Inventory is the procedure used
in the Intermountain Region to provide land
base information for integrated environmental
studies. Its purpose is to systematically define
the land units of our planning universe at
various levels of intensity, matched to the
planning level being used. The value of using
an integrated inventory for land use planning
is that by focusing on a common land unit,
communication among natural resource scientists is enhanced. The same can be said for
building ties between the natural resource
scientist and the land manager, and between
the land manager and outside groups.
A requirement of land units developed by the
Land System Inventory procedure is that they

be within the range of comprehension of
potential users. This contrasts with the idea of
separate functional inventory units and with
units produced by combining functional
inventory data.

5. Each land unit and its component soils
and vegetation is interpreted for opportunities, constraints, and hazards
appropriate to management needs.

KEY FEATURES

6. A factual, illustrated report including a
compiled map is prepared for each
inventoried area, giving interpretive
emphasis to management-related
information.

1. The mapping units are keyed to land
features that are visual and significant
to land use and management.

7. Controls are exercised to insure the
inventory is within accepted quality
standards and that inventory objectives
are being met.

2. The soils and vegetation, and their
associated features, are recognized at
different levels of refinement.

Additionally, the land systems inventory is
responsive to two important factors:

3. Mapping is accompHshed through a
combination of field sampling and aerial photo interpretation, assisted by
other sensing devices as they may be
available.

1. Land use planning in support of
management decisions can be accomplished at several intensity levels.

Representative soil pedons are classified within the system of soil taxonomy.

2. Intensity levels of planning and basic
ecological inventory data inputs must
coincide.
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THE SYSTEM
The basic and manifest components of Land
Systems are the criteria by which the different categories (levels) are defined and
described. It is important to understand these
components and their interrelationships in
order to gain an understanding of how the
land will respond to management. These
components should not be confused with the
criteria by which the categories are recognized
and mapped. Although some single components or combinations of several components
are most frequently used for mapping purposes, other criteria are commonly used. This
is particularly true for the mapping of the
broad categories where topographic patterns
and expression, along with chmate as
expressed by broad vegetative patterns, are
used.

The Land System is a concept which achieves
an integrated overview of the relationships
between geologic and climatic history, soils,
and plant ecology. It aids in understanding
land resources. These relationships of components to the land system can be defined as the
independent basic components such as lithology, geologic structure, and climate being
acted upon over time to produce the dependent manifest or obvious components such as
soils, land forms, and plant communities.
In defining the land as used within the Land
Systems Inventory, it is helpful to separate
the basic components of the system from the
manifest components as they function over
time.
The basic components are:

Using the concept of basic and manifest land
components, a land stratification system has
been developed based on the principle of
recognizing the geomorphic nature of the
earth's surface, along with an understanding
of structure, genesis, and process as reflected
in morphology, individual soils, and the factors which determine behavior of ecosystems—materials, time, climate, vegetation,
landform, and animal Ufe.

1. Lithology — Kind and character of the
bedrock.
2. Climate — Kinds, magnitudes, and frequencies of climatic occurrences.
3. Geologic Structure — The arrangement,
internal features, and shape of rock
formations.
4. Age — The time required to reach the
present stage of development of lands.

The system includes seven categories or stratification levels. Each succeeding lower category becomes more uniform in characteristics.
The three broadest categories are defined by
basic components. These categories are
treated as geographic entities and do not
reoccur. The next four categories are reoccurring and are defined by the manifest components. The lowest category represents the
total integration of ecologie components.
Within the system the landtype and landtype
association levels have proven to be the most
useful for National Forest comprehensive land
use planning.

The manifest components are:
1. Soils — The unconsohdated portion of
the earth's land surface which can
support plant growth.
2. Landform — The shape and configuration of units of the earth's surface.
3. Vegetation — The plant community
and its relationship with other elements of the environment.
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Idaho Portion
of
Northern Rocky Mountain
Province

PROVINCE

SECTION

Definitive Criteria: Basic Components — Climate, Lithology,
Structure

Definitive Criteria: Basic Components — Climate, Lithology,
Structure

De

Delineates regional differences by topographic patterns and
climates as expressed by broad vegetative patterns

Delineates differences by topographic expression and vegetation, climate, and soil development patterns

Denneate

Mapping Scale: 1:1,000,000 or larger
Size: 1,000 sq. miles
Use: Nationwide Data Summary

Mapping Scale: 1:500,000 - 1:1,000,000
Size: lOO's to 1,000 sq. miles
Use: National & Regional Planning & Data Summary

NORTHERN ROCKY MOUNTAIN PROVINCE
Location: Northern portion of Rocky Mountain Division

Mapping
Size
Use

SOUTHERN BATHOLITH SECTION
Location: Southwest portion of the Northern Rocky Mountain Province
Geomorphic Processes' Alpine Glaciation, Fluvial

Geomorp

Topography: High massive mountains and deep intermontane
valleys
SoUs: Entisols, Inceptisols, Alfisols

Topography: High Massive Mountains

Topog

Soils: Cryic, Fridgid and Udic, Entisols.and Inceptisols

Soils

Vegetation: Coniferous forest

Vegetation: Douglas fir and ponderosa pine forest

Ve

Major Qualities: High water production, timber and forage,
habitat for wildlife & fisheries, mining & recreation

Major Qualities: High water production, timber and forage,
habitat for wildlife & fisheries, mining & recreation

Maj

Geomorphic Processes: Uplift, Alpine glaciation. Fluvial

Location

STEmS 01 THE

SUBSECTION
ve Criteria: Basic Components — Climate Lithology,
;ture
tes major components of sections
g Scale: 1,250,000 - 1:500,000
5's to lOO's sq. miles Use:
igional & Subregional Planning & Data Summary
LANDMARK-BEAR VALLEY BASIN
& UPLAND SUBSECTION
n: Batholith Section
rphic Processes: Alpine Glaciation and processes
ibling Cryoplanation
iph: Rolling uplands and broad smooth valleys
Typic and Lithic Cryochrepts, Cryorthents and
mbrepts
ion: Subalpine fir series, cool habitat types of the
Jas fir series, and serai lodgepole pine
Qualities: High water production, summer forage, good
at for wildhfe & fisheries, important recreation area

SVSTGm
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Definitive Criteria: Manifest Components — Soils, landform,
biosphere
Delineates areas in similar stages of development which
reflect hazards and/or capabilities
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Mapping Scale: 1:60,000 - 1:125,000
Size: I's to 25's sq. miles
Use: Data summary for allocation of resources
GLACIATED GRANITIC HEADLANDS
Location: High elevation areas
Geomorphic Processes: Alpine Glaciation
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Topography: Steep rocky peaks, ridges, and cirque basins
Soils: Lithic and Typic Cryorthents and Cryochrepts of
sandy-skeletal and loamy skeletal families
Vegetation: Subalpine fir/white bark pine. Subalpine fir/
elksedge and Subalpine fir/grouse whortleberry habitat
types
Major Qualities: High water production, recreation & wildhfe, aesthetics

lOREST

LANDTYPE

LANDTYPE PHASE

Definitive Criteria: Manifest Components - Soils, landforms,
biosphere

Definitive Criteria: Manifest Components — Soils, landforms,
biosphere

Delineates the permanent elements of the ecosystem that
have predictable behavior patterns

Delineates individual components of landtypes

Mapping Scale: 1:30,000 - 1:60,000
Size: 1/10 to 2 sq. miles
Use: Comprehensive Planning

Mapping Scale: 1:15,000 - 1:30,000
Size: 1/100 to 1/10 sq. mile
Use: Project Development and Detailed Planning

CIRQUE BASIN LANDS - DEEP SANDY
and LOAMY SKELETAL SOILS
Location: Head of glaciated valleys
Geomorphic Processes: Scouring and removal of materials by
ice
Topography: Gently sloping basins
Soils: Typic Cryochrepts loamy skeletal mixed, Typic Cryorthents loamy skeletal mixed
Vegetation: Subalpine fir/grouse whortleberry and Subalpine
fir/elksedge
Major Qualities: Water flow regulator, recreation, wildUfe,
fisheries, aesthetics

TYPIC CRYOCHREPTS LOAMY SKELETAL MIXED
Location: Depression and nearly level bottom areas
Geomorphic Processes: Deposition by past glacial melt water
Topography: Concave depressions
Soils: Typic Cryochrepts loamy skeletal mixed
Vegetation: Subalpine fir/grouse whortleberry
Major Qualities: Water flow regulator. Summer forage
SITE: Similar to high intensity detailed soil surveys. Provides
precise understanding of ecosystem components
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GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE BOISE NATIONAL FOREST
The Boise National Forest is located in south-central Idaho in portions of Ada, Boise, Elmore, Gem,
and Valley Counties.
Most of the Forest lands are within the Idaho BathoUth, a granitic intrusion of the late Cretaceous
period. Through uplift, faulting, and subsequent dissection by fluvial action, a mountainous
landscape has developed.
Five major kinds of landforms have resulted from past geomorphic processes: (1) The high elevation
distinctive landforms that resulted from alpine glaciation, (2) the more subtle high elevation
topography with cryic soils that were formed under a cold climate resulting from the nearby
glaciers, (3) those lands with definite drainage patterns resulting from fluvial stream cutting action,
(4) the depositional lands formed by alluvial materials stripped from higher lying lands, and (5)
those lands formed as a result of volcanic flows. These lands comprise a minor portion of the Forest
and are located along the southeastern and western boundaries.

I BOISE nnTionni FOREST
DEPOSITIONAL
LANDS

! FLUVIAL LANDS

VOLCANIC LANDS
7500'

- 6000'

^-4000'

ENTISQLS
INCEPTISOLS
ALFISOLS
MOLLISOLS

sOLS IIMCEPTISOLS ALFISOLS

R
= IR
R
PINE

*

A
BRUSH/GRASS COMMUNITIES
(Lower elevations and south slopes)

INCEPTISOLS ALFISOLS
MOLLISOLS

BRUSH/GRASS COMMUNITIES
DOUGLAS FIR
PONDEROSA PINE

Cold or cool, moist, coarse textured, shallow and moderately deep Entisols and Inceptisols are the
dominant soils which have developed from the granitics of the Idaho Batholith. These soils have
little horizon development, are moderate or low in inherent fertility, and most have a moderate or
higher inherent erosion hazard. In the southern portion of the Forest, soils at lower elevations and
on south slopes are cool and have dry moisture regimes.
The Boise National Forest lands encompass more than 2-3/4 million acres of which nearly 2-1/4
million support a vegetative cover of coniferous forest. Five series of climax tree species are
represented on the Forest. These include the ponderosa pine, Douglas fir, grand fir, subalpine fir
and lodgepole pine series. Non-timbered areas support a brush-grass or grass vegetative cover.
The average precipitation ranges from 15 inches at lower elevations to 70 inches at higher
elevations. An average of 3.6 million acre feet of water is delivered to downstream areas from lands
within the Forest boundary. Major drainages are the Boise and Payette river systems and the south
and middle fork drainages of the Salmon River.
The following pages in this section describe the Landtype Associations as mapped on the Boise
National Forest.
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Cl-CRYIC UPLANDS

LANDSCAPE CHARACTERISTICS
These are gentle to moderately steep, rolling uplands adjacent to high elevational glaciated
lands. The granitic bedrock is well weathered and massive. The drainage pattern is dendritic.
Elevations range from 6,500 to 8,000 feet.
10

SOILS
Soils are moderately deep and deep, young, coarse textured, and fine gravelly. Thin, very fine
sandy loam or silt loam surface layers are common. Subrounded stones and boulders are
common on some landscapes.
Classification: Major soils are skeletal-sandy and loamy families of Typic Cryumbrepts and
Typic Cryochrepts.
VEGETATION
Vegetation is dominated by dense stands of serai lodgepole pine and clirhax subalpine fir with
scattered open meadows. Engelmann spruce occurs in scattered bog areas.
Major habitat types are in the subalpine fir and Douglas fir series.
Sub alpine fir/elk sedge
Subalpine fir/pinegrass
Subalpine fir/grouse whortleberry
Douglas fir/elk sedge
CLIMATE AND HYDROLOGY
Mean annual precipitation — 25-40 inches
Water yield — 20-30 inches
Snowpack water — 20-30 inches
Peak flow — May-June, 10-20 cfs/sq. mi.
Runoff form — Deep seepage and deep subsurface flow
Temperature — Winter, very cold; summer, cool
VISUAL RESOURCE
Characterized by uniform rolling topography and continuous vegetative cover with occasional
small openings. Variety class is low to moderate.
EVALUATION
Relatively stable, high elevational lands with some restrictions of vegetative growth due to
climate. Poor trafficability in wet soils. High water yield by subsurface and deep seepage flow.
Low to moderate timber and forage productivity. Bog areas with Engelmann spruce are sensitive
to disturbance. Good elk spring, summer, and fall habitat.
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C2-CRYIC MOUNTAIN SLOPES
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LANDSCAPE CHARACTERISTICS
These are moderately steep to steep, dissected high elevational mountain slopes near glaciated
lands. Granitic bedrock is well weathered and massive. Dendritic drainages are shallow to
moderately deep. Elevations range from 6,000 to 8,000 feet.
12

SOILS
Soils are shallow and moderately deep, weakly developed, coarse textured and cobbly.
Classification: Major soils are skeletal-sandy and loamy families of Typic and Lithic
Cryorthents, Cryochrepts and Cryumbrepts.
VEGETATION
Vegetation is dominated by dense to scattered serai stands of lodgepole pine, and climax
Douglas fir and subalpine fir. Engelmann spruce occurs in scattered bog areas.
Major habitat types are in the Douglas fir and subalpine fir series.
Subalpine fir/elk sedge
Douglas fir/pinegrass
Subalpine fir/grouse whortleberry
Douglas fir/elk sedge
CLIMATE AND HYDROLOGY
Mean annual precipitation — 20-35 inches
Water yield — 15-25 inches
Snowpack water — 15 -25 inches
Peak flow — May-June, 15-25 cfs/sq. mi.
Runoff form — Deep seepage and subsurface flow
VISUAL RESOURCE
Moderately steep sideslopes with continuous vegetative cover, with little contrast. Variety class
is low to moderate.
EVALUATION
Climatic conditions limit forage and timber productivity. Bog areas with Engelmann spruce are
sensitive to disturbance. Moderate water yield by subsurface and deep seepage flow. Deep road
cuts may intercept subsurface flow on steeper slopes. Good spring, summer, and fall elk habitat.
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Dl-MORAINE AND OUTWASH LANDS

LANDSCAPE CHARACTERISTICS
These are nearly level to moderately steep, low hilly lands with low wet meadow areas The
drainage pattern is complex dendritic Granitic bedrock is generally deeply covered by glacial
deposited material. Elevations range from 6,000 to 8,500 feet.
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SOILS
Soils are deep, coarse textured, weakly developed, and gravelly and cobbly. Deep, loamy, wet
soils occur in low lying areas. Underlying gravelly and cobbly materials are dominantly granitic
in nature.
Qassification: Major soils are skeletal sandy and loamy families of Typic Cryochrepts and
Cryorthents. Typic Cryoboralfs and Typic Cryaquepts are in low lying or depressional areas.
VEGETATION
Open grass-brush and wet meadows with dense stands of serai lodgepole pine occurring on
higher lying areas characterize the vegetation.
Major habitat types include the subalpine fir series and grass-brush communities.
Subalpine fir/grouse whortleberry
Subalpine fïr/elk sedge
Subalpine fir/Idaho fescue
Mountain big sagebrush/Idaho fescue
CLIMATE AND HYDROLOGY
Mean annual precipitation — 25-40 inches
Water yield — 10-20 inches
Snowpack water — 20-35 inches
Peak flow — 5-10 cfs/sq. mi.
Runoff form — Deep seepage to water table
VISUAL RESOURCE
Little topographic variation, strong vegetation contrast with water features. Moderate to high
variety class.
EVALUATION
Climatic limitations restrict timber productivity. Forage potential ranges from low on dry sites
to high in wet areas. Stable lands except for wet areas. Buffering and storage reservoirs for water
supply to perennial streams. Good summer and fall habitat for elk and sandhill cranes.
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D2-ALLUVIAL LANDS

LANDSCAPE CHARACTERISTICS
These are nearly level and gently sloping lands formed on recent alluvial deposits along major
drainageways. The drainage pattern is entrenched and randomly located. Depth to bedrock is
variable but generally is deep. Elevations range from 3,500 to 6,000 feet.
16

SOILS
Soils consist of deep stratified and nonstratified layers with extremely variable textures,
including gravel and cobble. Sandy and skeletal soils are dominant adjacent or below granitic
fluvial lands. Clay loams and sandy clay loams are more common adjacent to or below xeric
fluvial lands and volcanic landtype associations.
Classification: Major soils are sandy, loamy, and skeletal-sandy and loamy families of Typic
Cryorthents, Xerorthents, Xeropsamments, and Xerumbrepts.
VEGETATION
Dominantly riparian communities in wetter segments with grass-brush communities in drier
areas. Timber habitat types at higher elevations include the ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir
series.
Ponderosa pine/bitterbrush
Ponderosa pine/snowberry
Douglas-fir/bitterbrush
Douglas-fir/pinegrass
Open grass-brush communities with open to dense timber overstory occur at higher elevations.
CLIMATE AND HYDROLOGY
Mean annual precipitation — 15-25 inches
Water yield — 0-10 inches
Snowpack water — 5-10 inches
Peak flow — 5-10 cfs/sq. mi.
Runoff form — Deep seepage
VISUAL RESOURCE
Flat lands associated with water features. Wide variety of vegetation types. Provides strong
contrast to adjacent lands. Moderate variety class.
EVALUATION
Flood hazard and high watertables are major management considerations. At higher elevations
timber yields are moderate to high. Forage productivity is low to high. Storage reservoir for
water supply to major streams.
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Fl-GRANITIC FLUVIAL LANDS

LANDSCAPE CHARACTERISTICS
These are steep, deeply dissected mountains with sharp ridges and V-shaped drainages. The
granitic bedrock is moderate to well weathered and moderately fractured to massive. The
dramage pattern is dendritic. Elevations range from 4,000 to 6,000 feet.
18

SOILS
Soils are shallow to deep, young, coarse textured stony and nonstony. Depth of soils varies with
landscape position.
Qassification: Major soils are coarse-loamy, skeletal-sandy and loamy families of Typic and
Lithic Cryumbrepts, Cryochrepts, Xerorthents, Cryorthents, and Cryopsamments. Cryumbrepts are common on north and east aspects.
VEGETATION
Moderate to dense stands of serai ponderosa pine and cHmax Douglas fir characterize the
vegetation.
Major habitat types are in the Douglas fir series. Minor habitat types in the ponderosa pine,
grand fir and subalpine fir series occur as well.
Douglas fir/snowberry
Douglas fir/ninebark
Douglas fir/spirea
Douglas fir/elk sedge
Grand fir/blue huckleberry
CLIMATE AND HYDROLOGY
Mean annual precipitation — 20-35 inches
Water yield — 5-15 inches
Snowpack water — 5-15 inches
Peak flow — December, April-May, 20-50 cfs/sq. mi.
Runoff form — Subsurface flow
VISUAL RESOURCE
Steep slopes with sharp ridges and little vegetative contrast. Low variety class.
EVALUATION
Moderate surface erosion and mass failure hazards. Low to moderate forage potential. Moderate
to high timber yields. Low to moderate water yields by subsurface flow. Mass failure of roads
due to subsurface water interception is a major consideration.
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F2-LOW RELIEF GRANITIC FLUVIAL LANDS
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LANDSCAPE CHARACTERISTICS
Moderately steep and steep hills with rounded ridgetops and drainageways characterize these
lands. The granitic bedrock is well weathered and massive. Finely meshed dendritic drainage
pattern. Elevations range from 4,000 to 6,000 feet.
20

SOILS
Soils are moderately deep, weakly developed, moderately coarse textured with fine gravels.
Inclusions of shallow soils on ridge tops and steeper side slopes.
Classification: Major soils are coarse-loamy and loamy-skeletal families of Typic Cryumbrepts, Cryorthents, and Cryoboralfs. Skeletal families have mostly fine gravel.
VEGETATION
Vegetation is dominated by moderate to dense stands of serai ponderosa pine and climax
Douglas fir.
Major habitat types are in the Douglas fir series. Minor habitat types in the ponderosa pine,
subalpine fir, and grand fir series also occur.
Douglas
Douglas
Douglas
Douglas
Douglas

fir/snowberry
fir/ninebark
fir/elk sedge
fir/pinegrass
fir/chokecherry

CLIMATE AND HYDROLOGY
Mean annual precipitation — 20-35 inches
Water yield — 5-15 inches
Snowpack water — 5-20 inches
Peak flow — December, April-May, 30-40 cfs/sq. mi.
Runoff form — Subsurface flow
VISUAL RESOURCE
Moderately steep hills with rounded ridge tops and httle vegetative contrast. Low variety class.
EVALUATION
Moderately high surface erosion hazard and poorly graded subgrade materials result from the
highly weathered granitic bedrock. Timber productivity is moderate to high. Forage yields are
moderate. Low to moderate water yields by subsurface flow.
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F4-STR0NGLY DISSECTED GRANITIC FLUVIAL LANDS

LANDSCAPE CHARACTERISTICS
Steep, highly dissected mountain slopes with sharp ridgetops and V-shaped drainages
characterize these lands. Moderate to well weathered, moderately fractured to massive granitic
bedrock. Dendritic drainage pattern. Elevations range from 4,000 to 6,000 feet.
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SOILS
Dominantly shallow and moderately deep, young, sandy, and moderately coarse textured soils
with or without gravel and stones.
Classification: Major soils are sandy, sandy-skeletal, and coarse-loamy families of Typic and
Lithic Cryumbrepts and Cryorthents. Cryumbrepts common on north and east aspects.
VEGETATION
Vegetation is dominated by scattered to dense stands of serai ponderosa pine and climax
Douglas fir.
Major habitat types are in the Douglas fir series. Minor habitat types in the ponderosa pine and
subalpine fir series also occur.
Douglas
Douglas
Douglas
Douglas
Douglas
Douglas

fir/ninebark
fir/spirea
fir/snowberry
fir/mountain maple
fir/pinegrass
fir/chokecherry

CLIMATE AND HYDROLOGY
Mean annual precipitation — 25-35 inches
Water Yield - 5-20 inches
Snowpack water — 5-25 inches
Peak flow — Aprü-May, 20-30 cfs/sq. mi.
Runoff form - Subsurface flow
VISUAL RESOURCE
Steep, sharp ridges with moderate vegetative contrast and some rock outcropping.
EVALUATION
Steep dissected fragile slopes have high surface erosion and mass failure hazards. Timber
productivity is moderate to moderately high. Forage yield potential is low to moderate. Low to
moderate water yield by subsurface flow. Raod fill failures from subsurface water interception
are a hazard.
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F5-STEEP GRANITIC CANYON SLOPES

i

LANDSCAPE CHARACTERISTICS
Oversteepened mountain slopes and headlands that are adjacent to major drainageways or
streams. Hard massive to well-weathered massive, granitic bedrock. Parallel first and second
order drainages on slopes. Dendritic drainage pattern in headlands. Elevations range from 3,500
to 6,500 feet.
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SOILS
Soils are shallow to moderately deep, weakly developed, coarse-loamy, or sandy with or without
gravels and stones. Outcrops of hard massive bedrock are common in some areas.
aassification: Major soils are coarse-loamy, sandy, sandy-skeletal, and loamy-skeletal
families of Cryorthents, Cryumbrepts, Xerorthents, and Xerumbrepts.
VEGETATION
Vegetation is dominated by open sagebrush grass to dense stands of serai ponderosa pine and
climax Douglas fir.
Major habitat types are in the Douglas fir series. Minor habitat types in the ponderosa pine and
sualpine fir series also occur.
Douglas fir/ninebark
Douglas fir/snowberry
Douglas fir/elk sedge
Douglas fir/pinegrass
Mountain big sagebrush/bluebunch wheatgrass
CLIMATE AND HYDROLOGY
Mean annual precipitation — 15-30 inches
Water yield — 5-15 inches
Snowpack water — 5-15 inches
Peak flow — March-May, 40-60 cfs/sq. mi.
Runoff form — Surface and subsurface flow
VISUAL RESOURCE
Steep side slopes adjacent to major streams and rivers with contrasting vegetation. Rock
outcrops common. Moderate to high variety class.
EVALUATION
Oversteepened steep, fragile slopes are sensitive to disturbance. Surface erosion and mass failure
potentials are high. Productivity of timber and forage is low to moderate. Low to moderate
water yield by surface and subsurface flow. Eroded materials usually end up in major streams or
rivers.
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F6-MASS WASTING FLUVIAL LANDS

LANDSCAPE CHARACTERISTICS
Moderately steep and steep, moderate to strongly dissected mountain slopes with subrounded to
rounded ridgetops and drainages. Well weathered, well fractured to massive granitic bedrock.
Evidence of past mass failures associated with remnant lacustrine deposits. Elevations range
from 4,000 to 5,500 feet.
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SOILS
Soils are shallow and moderately deep, weakly developed, coarse textured and gravelly.
Scattered pockets of shallow and moderately deep, moderately fine textured soils also occur.
Moderately fine textured soils are associated with remnant lacustrine deposits and past mass
failures.
Classification: Major soils are skeletal sandy and loamy families of Typic and Lithic
Cryumbrepts, Haplumbrepts, and Xerorthents. Finer textured soils are fine-loamy families
of Eutric Glossoboralfs and Typic Xerochrepts.
VEGETATION
Vegetation is dominated by open sagebrush grass on south slopes to dense stands of serai
ponderosa pine and climax Douglas fir on north slopes.
Major habitat types are in the Douglas fir series. Minor habitat types are in the ponderosa pine
series.
Douglas
Douglas
Douglas
Douglas
Douglas

fir/ninebark
fir/spirea
fir/pinegrass
fir/elk sedge
fir/snowberry

CLIMATE AND HYDROLOGY
Mean annual precipitation — 20-30 inches
Water yield — 5-10 inches
Snowpack water — 5-15 inches
Peak flow — April, 20-30 cfs/sq. mi.
Runoff form — Deep seepage and subsurface flow
VISUAL RESOURCE
Varied moderately steep to steep topography. Strong vegetative contrast in some areas.
Moderate variety class.
EVALUATION
Mass failure potential of clayey soils is a major management consideration. Productivity of
timber and forage is low to moderate. Water yield is low by subsurface and deep seepage flows.
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F7-XERIC GRANITIC FLUVIAL LANDS

LANDSCAPE CHARACTERISTICS
Moderately steep to steep, moderate to strongly dissected mountain slopes with subrounded to
rounded ridgetops and drainages characterize these lands. The granitic bedrock is well weathered
and well fractured to massive. Elevations range from 3,100 to 6,000 feet.
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SOILS
Shallow to deep, moderately coarse textured, gravelly and nongravelly soils. Common inclusions
of moderately fine textured soils on mature landtypes.
Classification: Major soils are sandy, coarse-loamy, and loamy-skeletal families of Lithic and
Typic Xerumbrepts, Cryumbrepts, and Xeropsamments. Common inclusions are fine-loamy
families of Typic Haploxeralfs.
VEGETATION
Vegetation is dominated by open stands of brush-grass communities.
Other than small clumps of individual ponderosa or Douglas fir trees, the vegetation is
dominantly a brush or grass cover. Dominant brush is big sagebrush and bitterbrush. Grass
understory includes bluebunch wheatgrass, Idaho fescue, stipa, bluegrass, and annuals.
Major brush-grass communities are:
Mountain big sagebrush/Idaho fescue
Mountain big sagebrush/bluebunch wheatgrass
Bitterbrush/bluebunch wheatgrass
CLIMATE AND HYDROLOGY
Mean annual precipitation — 15-25 inches
Water yield — 5-10 inches
Snowpack water — 5-10 inches
Peak flow — December, summer, 100+ cfs/sq. mi.
Runoff form — Surface and subsurface flow
VISUAL RESOURCE
Open, moderately steep to steep slopes with little vegetative contrast. Low to moderate variety
class.
EVALUATION
Climatic limitations prevent timber production. Lack of protective surface cover on fragile soils
and surface flow runoff create high surface erosion and sedimentation potential. Forage yields
are moderate.
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Gl-GLACIATED GRANITIC HEADLANDS
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LANDSCAPE CHARACTERISTICS
Glacial scoured, high elevational rocky peaks and ridges with steep headwalls above interspersed
cirque basins characterize these lands The granitic bedrock is hard and well fractured. Drainage
pattern shallow, first order parallel or converging to cirque basins which may contain small
lakes Elevations range from 7,500 to 9,500 feet
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SOILS
Soils are shallow, young, stony, and coarse textured. Inclusions of deeper soils in basin areas.
Rock outcrops are exposed on more than 40 percent of peaks and ridges.
aassification: Major soils are Lithic Cryorthents and Lithic Cryochrepts of sandy-skeletal
and loamy-skeletal families.
VEGETATION
Vegetation is dominated by scattered lodgepole pine, subalpine fir and whitebark pine except
for small, open, wet meadow areas and rock outcrops.
Major habitat types are in the subalpine fir series.
Subalpine fir/whitebark pine
Sub alpine fir/elk sedge
Subalpine fir/grouse whortleberry
CLIMATE AND HYDROLOGY
Mean annual precipitation — 40-60 inches
Water yield — 25-40 inches
Snowpack water - 20-45 inches and persists into June
Peak flow — June, 30-50 cfs/sq mi.
Runoff form — Surface flow and deep seepage
VISUAL RESOURCE
High variety landscapes. Strong topographic and textural contrast. Dominant landforms with
water features.
EVALUATION
Unique contrasting landscape features in isolated areas provide high scenic and dispersed
recreational values. Climatic limitations, rock outcrops, and fragile soils with high surface
erosion potential restrict concentrated use, development and productivity. Deep snowpack and
high precipitation provide continual water yield for perennial streams. Deep snows, open
vegetative cover, and steep slopes contribute to the avalanche hazard. The habitat on these lands
is especially well suited for mountain goats and pica.
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G2-GLACIATED GRANITIC TROUGH LANDS

LANDSCAPE CHARACTERISTICS
These lands are characterized by U-shaped glacial valleys with steep side slopes and gently
sloping alluvial bottoms, adjacent to and below high peaks, rocky ridges, and cirque basins. The
granitic bedrock is slightly to well weathered and well fractured. Shallow, first order, parallel
side slope drainages dominate. Elevations range from 6,000 to 8,500 feet.
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SOILS
Soils are shallow to deep, young, stony, coarse textured. Depth varies with thickness of glacial
deposits or colluvial materials. Occasional rock outcrops cover less than 5 percent of the surface.
Qassification: Major soils are loamy-skeletal famihes of Typic Cryorthents and Typic
Cryumbrepts. Inclusions of Lithic subgroups of these families are common.
VEGETATION
Vegetation is dominated by dense to open stands of serai lodgepole pine and climax subalpine
fir interrupted by avalanche paths.
Major habitat types are in the sub alpine fir series.
Subalpine
Subalpine
Subalpine
Sub alpine

fir/beargrass
fir/grous whortleberry
fir/pinegrass
fir/elk sedge

CLIMATE AND HYDROLOGY
Mean annual precipitation — 30-50 inches
Water yield — 20-30 inches
Snowpack water — 25-40 inches
Peak flow — May-June, 20-30 cfs/sq. mi.
Runoff form — Deep seepage, surface flow
VISUAL RESOURCE
Moderate vegetative contrast with distinctive topographic forms. Moderate to high variety class.
EVALUATION
Unique glacial valleys provide high scenic and dispersed recreational values. Climatic limitations,
steep side slopes, and fragile soils with high surface erosion potential restrict concentrated use
development and productivity. Avalanche hazard is high due to deep snowpack on steep slopes.
High water yield and buffering effects of the valleys provide sustained supply for perennial
streams.
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Vl-BASALT CANYON LANDS

LANDSCAPE CHARACTERISTICS
These lands consist of steep, benchy escarpments with exposed volcanic rock that has been
entrenched by the Boise River drainage. First order side drainages. Basalt bedrock is hard and
moderately fractured. Elevations range from 3,500 to 5,500 feet.
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SOILS
Soils are shallow to deep, cobbly and stony sandy clay loams with some profile development.
(Colluvial effect is responsible for the deeper soils. Slopes with rock talus and rock outcrop are
common.)
aassification: Major soils are loamy-skeletal families of Lithic and Typic Ultic Argixerolls.
VEGETATION
Open brush-grass cover occurs on south aspects with dense stands of Douglas fir on north
aspects.
Major habitat types are in the Douglas fir series and brush-grass types.
Douglas fir/ninebark
Douglas fir/chokecherry
Mountain big sagebrush/bluebunch wheatgrass .
Bitterbrush/bluebunch wheatgrass
CLIMATE AND HYDROLOGY
Mean annual precipitation — 15-20 inches
Water yield — 0-10 inches
Snowpack water — 0-5 inches
Peak flow — 10-20 cfs/sq. mi.
Runoff form — Surface and deep seepage
VISUAL RESOURCE
Canyons with rocky cliffs, strong vegetation contrast, and water features. Unique variety class.
EVALUATION
Relatively stable canyon lands with steep slopes. Topographic features and location limit most
uses. Low water yield by surface and subsurface flow. Rock outcrop and rock pavement on
surface stabilize the slopes. Productivity potentials are moderate. Rock cliffs are potential
bird nesting sites.
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V2-BASALT PLAINS

1

LANDSCAPE CHARACTERISTICS
These lands are nearly level to gently sloping plains that are remnants of basalt flows that have
been entrenched and mostly removed by the Boise River. Drainages are weakly expressed with
low gradients. Underlying bedrock is well-fractured, hard basalt over granite. Elevations range
from 4,000 to 5,500 feet.
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SOILS
Shallow to deep clay loam soils with some horizon development are dominant. Some areas are
dominated by rock outcrop or have cobbly or stony profiles.
Classification: Major soils are fine-loamy and loamy-skeletal families of Lithic and Typic
Ultic Argixerolls.
VEGETATION
Open shrub-grass communities dominate except for dense stands of Douglas fir and ponderosa
pine in areas of limited extent on north slopes. Some areas are cultivated on private land.
Dominantly brush-grass communities and habitat types in the Douglas fir series.
Mountain big sagebrush/Idaho fescue
Mountain big sagebrush/bluebunch wheatgrass
Douglas fir/mountain snowberry
Ponderosa pine/bitterbrush
CLIMATE AND HYDROLOGY
Mean annual precipitation — 18-25 inches
Water yield — 5-10 inches
Snowpack water — 3-8 inches
Peak flow — 5-10 cfs/sq. mi.
Runoff form — Deep seepage
VISUAL RESOURCE
Flat, open benches with little topographic or vegetative contrast. Provides strong contrast to
surrounding areas. Low to moderate variety class.
EVALUATION
Stable plains area with fine textured soils. Poor trafficability when wet. Forage productivity is
high. Timber productivity is low or restricted by climatic limitations. Low water yield by deep
seepage.
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V4-SILICIC VOLCANIC LANDS
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LANDSCAPE CHARACTERISTICS
Nearly level bottoms and moderately steep, rolling volcanic hills. Weakly expressed meandering
drainage system. Underlying bedrock is silicic volcanics with varying degrees of fracturing
and/or well-weathered massive granite. Elevations range from 4,500 to 6,000 feet.
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SOILS
Shallow and moderately deep, moderately fine textured soils with some profile development.
Fine textured clay soils are common in wet areas and on benches.
Qassification: Major soils are fine-loamy and loamy-skelletal families of Lithic and Typic
Ultic Haploxeralfs, Cryumbrepts, and Ultic Argixerolls.
VEGETATION
Vegetation is dominated by open stands of brush-grass. Limited areas of moderate to dense
stands of Douglas fir occur on north slopes.
Major habitat types are in the Douglas fir series and brush-grass communities.
Mountain big sagebrush/Idaho fescue
Mountain big sagebrush/bluebunch wheatgrass
Douglas fir/ninebark
Douglas fir/chokecherry
CLIMATE AND HYDROLOGY
Mean annual precipitation — 15-25 inches
Water yield — 0-10 inches
Snowpack water — 0-10 inches
Peak flow — 15-30 cfs/sq. mi.
Runoff form — Surface and deep seepage
VISUAL RESOURCE
Rolling volcanic hills, open vegetation with patches of timber providing strong seasonal color.
Moderate variety class.
EVALUATION
Relatively stable volcanic hills with clayey soils. Poor trafficability when wet. Climate Umits
timber to scattered patches on more favorable sites. Forage potential is moderate to high. Low
water yield by surface flow and deep seepage.
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V5-STRUCTURALLY CONTROLLED BASALT LANDS

LANDSCAPE CHARACTERISTICS
Moderately steep, long, west-facing dip slopes with steep, short, east-facing escarpments
characterize these lands. The drainage pattern is dendritic. The underlying faulted basalt
bedrock is at shallow to moderate depths. Elevations range from 4,000 to 5,500 feet.
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SOILS
Shallow and moderately deep clay loam soils with some profile development are dominant.
Cobbly profiles are common throughout the unit.
Classification: Major soils are fine-loamy and loamy-skeletal families of Lithic and Typic
Ultic Haploxeralfs and Mollic Cryoboralfs.
VEGETATION
Open grass-brush or dense stands of serai ponderosa pine and climax Douglas-fir overstory
predominate
Grass-brush communities and habitat types in the Douglas fir series.
Mountain big sagebrush/Idaho fescue
Douglas fir/ninebark
Douglas fir/elksedge
CLIMATE AND HYDROLOGY
Mean annual precipitation — 25-30 inches
Water yield — 5-15 inches
Snowpack water — 10-20 inches
Peak flow — 20-40 cfs/sq. mi.
Runoff form — Shallow to deep seepage
VISUAL RESOURCE
Moderately steep slopes broken by canyons. Generally open vegetation with patches of timber
and brush providing seasonal color. Moderate variety class.
EVALUATION
Relatively stable mountain slopes with clayey soils. Moderate to high surface erosion potential
and poor trafficabihty when wet. Low to moderate water yield by subsurface flow. Road cuts
may intercept subsurface flow with resulting mass failures.
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USE AND APPLICATION
5. Reading
straints.

This section demonstrates (1) the value of
integrating the Land Systems Inventory units
with other basic information and illustrates
(2) a method of systematically using the basic
survey information to supply land management planning data.

opportunities

and

con-

6. Identification of areas that will provide the best opportunities for intensive management.
7. Interpretive maps that geographically
locate ecological opportunities, hazards, and constraints that are necessary for timber management considerations.

USE
The Land Systems unit delineation serves as a
framework for an ecologically integrated
inventory. Other basic data for timber, range,
wildlife, visual resource, recreation, water,
and fire management can be related to basic
Land System units. This provides a comprehensive picture of the management constraints and opportunities of land. The following are examples of how this can be done
using information from the landtype association or the landtype level of Land Systems.

Water
Climatic information can be combined with
basic land characteristics to determine the
hydrologie function of an area. This includes
amount and methods of runoff, infiltration
and percolation rates and erosion hazard. It is
also used to determine stream channel conditions, water balance determinations, and
sediment source areas.

Timber
Age class, species composition, and stocking
level information contained in timber inventories can be integrated with Land Systems
information to provide a basis for an ecologically sound timber management plan. The
following information from the Land Systems
Inventory has been used to improve the Boise
National Forest Timber Management Plan:

Decisions as to watershed stability, cutting
practices, road location and design, stream
sedimentation, and water yield can be made
from the above evaluation.

Forage
1. Ecological data to better identify the
marginal, standard, and other special
components of the timber land stratification.
2. Interpretations as to the most silviculturally sound harvest practices.

Species composition, productivity, condition,
and trend information of range analysis,
combined with basic land characteristics, provide a method for evaluation of the potential
of the range resource. This evaluation can
provide the following information:

3. Interpretations for the most ecologically acceptable logging method.

1. Identification of lands that are the
most ecologically suited to grazing.

4. Most productive timber species and
most productive sites.

2. Identification of the most inherently
productive rangelands.
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3. Identification of lands that will bring
the best return from intensive range
management practices.
4. Data for use in selection of the most
ecologically sound grazing systems.
5. Data for use in identification of the
most productive and suitable species
for each site.
6. Interpretive maps that geographically
locate ecological opportunities, constraints, and hazards that are necessary for sound range management
decisions.
Wildlife
Information on species, abundance, needs,
and habits of wildlife can be integrated with
vegetative and other Land Systems data to
evaluate this resource. This is done by an
evaluation of the relative importance of the
vegetative habitat types identified in the Land
Systems Inventory, to the survival of a wildlife species or group of species. The habitat
types may range from marginal in importance
to critical. Example: Habitat critical to the
survival of a species or group of species: It
contains all of the necessary ingredientsfood, cover, water and space—for the entire
period of time the animals use the habitat.'
Decisions concerning timber harvest, grazing
methods, roads, and habitat potential can be
reflected from this evaluation.

1. Identification of roading opportunities and constraints for use in
transportation planning including
relative estimates of maintenance
problems, rehabilitation needs, and
road design criteria.
2. Interpretations of hazards and constraints for road construction.
3. Interpretive maps that geographically
locate opportunities, constraints, and
hazards which are necessary for sound
engineering decisions.
Visual Management System
Basic land characteristics can be used to
determine and map visual variety classes on a
large scale. Variety based on topographic,
vegetative, and hydrologie features is a basic
input into the visual management system.
Seen areas and observed characteristics are
combined with this data to determine the
sensitivity of various landscapes.
Recreation
Land capability (physical characteristics) and
suitabihty (social-economic factors) can be
integrated with the Land Systems analysis to
provide an inventory of recreation development potential.
Combined with visual sensitivity, this data can
provide a basis for decisions as to location and
type of recreation development.

Engineering
Fire Management
The following data from Land Systems Inventories has been proven useful for management
practices involving engineering considerations:

'Taken from Description and Evaluation of Silverleads Planning Unit onfileat Salmon National Forest,
Salmon, Idaho.

Land and vegetation characteristics and fire
control methods can be integrated to evaluate
response to various control methods.
Decisions concerning the course of action for
fire control measures on specific kinds of
lands can be made.

Capabihty groups can be developed for any
level in the Land Systems Inventory. Groups
of landtype associations are suited to forestwide land use and broad resource planning.
For specific needs more refined capability
groupings of landtype phases can be grouped
to evaluate soil-habitat type correlation or
slope stability.

Seldom can the relationships between the
Land Systems data and the various resources,
activities, or uses be considered as an entity.
Interaction between several of the factors
must be considered before management decisions can be made.
The level of the Land Systems Inventory used
depends on the type of information desired.
For example, on the Boise National Forest,
the landtype association level was used as a
basis to identify management areas within the
planning units. Landtype associations are also
useful in the determination of variety classes
for the Visual Management System Inventory.

LAND CAPABILITY GROUPS
The land capability groups of this report are
based on landtype associations with similar
timber, forage, and water production capabilities and response to uses. The map in the
back of this report will show the location and
extent of the land capability groups and
landtype associations on the Boise National
Forest. The following descriptions are for the
capability groups on the Boise National
Forest.

When more refinement was desired for individual management units the landtype was the
level of the system used. The landtype is the
basic unit of the Land Systems Inventory
being used on the Boise National Forest for
Ranger District Land Use Planning. This unit
and other basic data serve as a basis for
stratification, describing management units,
and in providing rational for decisions in land
use planning.

Land Capability Group 1. — These lands include
relatively stable, nearly level to moderately
steep, rolling volcanic plains, hills, slopes, and
include steep escarpments. Soils are shallow
to deep, cobbly, and moderately fine textured. Vegetation is open brush-grass communities with dense timber overstory on some
north slopes and bottom areas.

APPLICATION
Basic Land Systems units such as landtype
associations can be grouped to reflect management opportunities and constraints and indicate management direction for planning pur
poses.

The forage productivity is moderate to high
due to favorable soil conditions. Timber yield
is moderate but limited to some north slopes.
Some problems with roads may exist for poor
trafficabiUty and low shear strength of wet
soils. These lands have a visual variety class of
moderate except for the canyon lands which
have a high class. The habitat is varied and
suited for a number of wildUfe species.

This method aggregates the landtype association into land capability groups. The
groups are areas of land having similar characteristics, suitabilities, potentials, and
response to use. This basic information can be
used in making meaningful management decisions. As an example, lands having an inherently high productivity potential for timber
and few roading hazards can be identified as
presenting the best opportunity for full,
coordinated timber management activities
with maximum return for dollars invested.

Landtype Associations
group are:

contained

VI-Basalt Canyon Lands
V2-Basalt Plains
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in

this

V4-Silicic Volcanic Lands

Landtype Associations
group are:

contained

in

this

V5-Structurally Controlled Volcanic Lands
F1-Granitic Fluvial Lands
Land Capability Group 2. — These lands include
high elevation (6,000+), gentle to moderately
steep, rolling granitic uplands. Soils are moderately deep and deep, young, and coarse
textured. Vegetation consists of moderate to
dense stands of subalpine fir, lodgepole pine,
and Douglas fir with scattered spruce bogs
and open meadows.

F2-LOW Relief Granitic Fluvial Lands
Land Capability Group 4. —These include high
elevational (6,000+), nearly level to moderately steep, low hilly lands and wet
meadows. Soils are deep, coarse textured,
gravelly, and cobbly. Vegetation consists of
grass and brush communities, wet meadows,
and dense stands of timber. Meandering
streams dissecting these areas are common.

Timber and forage yields are low to moderate,
being restricted by the cold cHmate. Water
yield is moderate and leaves the slopes
primarily as deep seepage and subsurface
flow. Reading problems are encountered in
crossing bogs and seep areas. These lands
provide summer and fall habitat for big game
species and other small animals and birds. The
visual resource is classified as a low variety
class due to the monotonous features.
Landtype Associations
group are:

contained

in

Water production is high and flow regulation
is an important function of these lands.
Climatic restrictions limit timber yields and
forage yields range from low on the hills to
high in the wet meadows. Livestock grazing
and summer use by wildhfe species are important uses of this area. Suitable sites for
campgrounds occur in these lands, although
some limitations of climate, soil fertility, and
trafficability exist.

this

Landtype Associations contained
group are:

Cl-Cryic Uplands
Land Capability Group 3.—These lands include
moderately steep granitic mountain slopes at
moderate elevations of 4,000 to 6,000 feet.
Soils are shallow to deep and moderately
coarse to coarse textured. Vegetative cover
consists of moderate to dense stands of
timber and brush with some brush-grass openings on south slopes.

in

this

• Dl-Moraine and Outwash Lands
Land Capability Group 5. — These are nearly
level and gently sloping recent alluvial lands
along major drainages. Soils are deep with
layers of extremely variable textures, including gravel and cobble. Vegetation ranges from
riparian communities in wet segments, grassbrush communities in dry areas, to open to
dense timber at higher elevations.

Timber yield on these lands is moderate to
high. Forage yields are generally low due to
the dense stands of timber. Water yield is
moderate and some hazard of subsurface
water interception by road cuts exists, especially in drainageways. The visual management variety class is low on these lands due to
monotonous features. WildUfe species associated primarily with the Douglas fir series of
habitat types occupy these lands.

Water production is low, but these lands act
as important flow regulators of water from
higher lying areas. Timber production is moderate to high but extent is limited. Forage
production ranges from low to high depending on soil conditions and location. Many of
these lands are subject to periodic flooding
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Vegetative growth is limited due to cold
climate and shallow, rocky, coarse textured
soils. Scattered stands of whitebark pine and
subalpine fir with grouse whortleberry and elk
sedge understory are dominant on the upper
slopes.

from the nearby streams of adjacent higher
lying areas. High water tables in some areas
restrict use. These lands exhibit some vegetative variation and are placed in a moderate
visual management variety class. The variety
of soil and vegetative conditions is condusive
to habitats for a wide variety of wüdUfe
species.
this

Small, open, wet meadows are common
adjacent to the small lakes. Deep snowpacks,
open vegetative cover, and steep slopes contribute to the high avalanche hazard. The
fragile soils will not stand concentrated recreation use or development.

Land Capability Group 6. — These lands
include U-shaped glacial troughs and other
high elevational, steep granitic mountain
slopes. Soils range from shallow to deep and
have cobbly, coarse textured subsoils. Vegetative cover ranges from dense to open stands
of lodgepole pine, subalpine fir, and small
scattered stands of spruce in wet areas.

These lands have outstanding scenic qualities
and are well suited to limited amounts of
dispersed recreation. Water yield is high and
generally leaves the slopes as surface runoff or
deep seepage. The basins act as regulators for
water supply to perennial streams. A number
of wildlife species occur on these lands, but
the habitat is especially well suited to mountain goats and pica.

Landtype Associations
group are:

contained

in

D 2-Alluvial Lands

Deep snowpacks and steep slopes result in
high avalanche hazards. Water yield is moderate to high from the slopes, but the flow is
regulated to the streams by the buffering
effect of the valley bottom lands and the deep
subsurface flows. Vegetative growth is restricted by the cold climate. Timber yields are low
to moderate. Forage production is low to
moderate. Visual management variety classes
range from moderate to unique for these
lands. These lands provide summer and fall
habitat for big game species and a number of
small animals and birds.
Landtype Associations contained
group are:

in

Landtype Associations
group are:

contained

in

this

Gl-Glaciated Granitic Headlands
Land Capability Group 8. — These lands
include moderately steep to steep granitic
mountain slopes with subrounded to rounded
ridgetops and drainageways. Soils are shallow
to deep, moderately coarse textured, and may
be gravelly. The vegetation consists of open
stands of brush and grass communities.

this

These lands are too droughty for timber
production. Forage yields are moderate. Livestock grazing is the dominant use for most of
these lands. The high rates of sedimentation
from surface erosion are a major consideration in management. The warmer and drier
exposures of these lands are heavily used by
deer and upland birds during the winter
months. The visual management variety class
is low to moderate for these lands due to
monotony of the landscape.

G2-Glaciated Granitic Trough Lands
C2-Cryic Mountain Slopes
Land Capability Group 7. — These lands
include high (6,000+) elevation, granitic
rocky peaks, ridges, and steep headwalls with
interspersed cirque basins which may contain
small lakes.
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Landtype Associations
group are:

contained

activities. These lands have a visual management variety class rating of moderate. Wildlife
species associated primarily with the Douglas
fir series of habitat types occupy these lands.

in this

F7-Xeric Granitic Fluvial Lands

Landtype Associations contained
group are;

Land Capability Group 9. - Steep, strongly
dissected, and oversteepened, unstable granitic mountain slopes, headlands, and escarpments characterize these lands. Soils are
shallow to moderately deep, moderately
coarse to coarse textured with small areas of
moderately fine textured, stony soils. Vegetation varies from scattered to dense timber and
open grass-brush communities.

F4-Strongly
Lands

Land
Capability
Group

Timber

Forage

Granitic

Fluvial

F5-Steep Granitic Canyon Slopes
F6-Mass Wasting Fluvial Lands

Water yield is low and leaves the slopes as
surface runoff or deep seepage. Timber and
forage yields are low to moderate and are
restricted by hazards associated with the steep
topography and unstable slopes. The steep
and unstable slopes have a high erosion and
mass failure hazard for most soil disturbing

Capability Rating (1-5 scale)

Dissected

in this

LAND CAPABILITY GROUP MATRIX
Selected information from the capabihty
group descriptions can be assembled in a
matrix table to evaluate the opportunities and
constraints. An example of such a matrix
follows:

LAND CAPABILIT"^ GROUP MATRIX
1 = low/5 = high

Water
Yield

Habitat for
Wildlife

Visual
Quality

Sensitivity
to
Intensive Use

Relative Hazard*
Ranking to
Intensive
Management

1

2

4

1

4

3

2

1

2

3

2

4

5

1

2

2

3

5

2

3

3

2

2

3

4

3

5

3

5

3

3

4

5

2

3

1

4

3

3

5

6

3

3

4

5

4

4

6

7

1

1

5

3

5

4

7

8

1

3

1

5

2

4

8

9

3

2

2

4

3

5

9

*Relative ranking of each group by hazards (surface erosion, mass failure) 1 = lowest 9 = highest
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DETERMINING MANAGEMENT DIRECTION

In Capability Group No. 4, both forage and
wildhfe resources are rated high. Sensitivity
and relative hazard ratings to intensive use
and management are moderate. The ratings
indicate the highest opportunity exists for
management of forage and wildhfe resources
on these lands with only moderate
constraints.

Using this matrix as a guide, management
direction, opportunities, and constraints can
be determined for each group. With this
information as a basis, initial allocations of
resources can be made.
In Capability Group No. 3, the timber productivity potential is rated highest among the
resources listed in the matrix. In addition, this
group has low sensitivity and relative hazard
ratings. These ratings indicate Group No. 3
lands have the highest opportunity for management of timber resources with few constraints.

Other resource uses and values must be
considered in each of the above examples.
Evaluation and coordination of all resources
and use are essential for the initial allocation
in land use planning. In addition, the poHtical,
economic, and social factors must be given
consideration before making a firm allocation
of the resources.

Capability Group No. 9 also has a moderate
timber productivity potential. However, the
sensitivity and relative hazard ratings to intensive use and management are high. This
evaluation would indicate the opportunity
exists for management of timber resources
within constraints imposed by the hazards of
lands within the group.

The above example shows one system of
evaluating Land Systems data for use at broad
levels of planning. Modifications of the procedures or the matrix can be used to emphasize or fit local conditions.
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SUMMARY OF LANDTYPE ASSOCIATION INTERPRETATIONS
Landtype
Association
Symbol

Forage
Productivity

Timber
Productivity

Erosion
Hazard

CI

low - mod.

low - mod.

moderate

2

C2

low

low

mod. high

6

Dl

variable,
mostly low

low

low

4

D2

variable

variable

low

5

Fl

low - mod.

mod. high

mod. high

3

F2

moderate

high

moderate

3

F4

low - mod.

moderate

high

9

F5

low - mod.

low - mod.

high

9

F6

low - mod.

low - mod.

mod. high

9

F7

moderate

very low

high

8

Gl

low

low

high

7

G2

low - mod.

low - mod.

high

6

VI

moderate

very low
and mod.

moderate

1

V2

high

very low

low

1

V4

mod. - high

low

low

1

V5

mod. - high

low

mod. - high

1

Land
Capability
Group
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TOLERANCE
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OF USE

TIMBER

FORAGE

WATER
YIELD

WILDLIFE
HABITAT

VISUAL
QUALITY

Low

Moderaterly
High

Very
Low

Moderaterly
High

Moderate

Low

Moderate

Moderate

Moderaterly
High

High

Very
Low

Low

High

Low

Moderate

Moderate

Low

Low

Moderate

High

Moderate

High

Moderate

Moderate

Low

Moderate

Very
Low

Moderaterly
High

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Low

Moderaterly
High

High

Moderaterly
High

High

Very
Low

Very
Low

High

Moderate

High

High

Very
Low

Moderate

Very
Low

High

Low

High

Low

Moderaterly
High

Moderate

Very
High

Moderate

Low

Most

i

r
Least

mnD (APIIBIIITY GROUPf
Land Capability Groups are based on a grouping of landtype associations having similar timber, forage, and water production capabilities and similar responses to use. The Landtype
Association is one of the categories of the Land System Inventory that has been completed
for the Boise National Forest. The land manager, can use this map as a guide to determine
the management opportunities, constraints, and direction for each Land Capability Group

Land Capability Group 1 - Contains Landtype Associations V l , V 2 , V 4 , and V 5 These lands include relatively stable, nearly level to moderately steep, rolling volcanic plains, hills, slopes, and include steep escarpments. Elevations range f r o m 3500 to
6000 feet. Soils are shallow to deep, cobbly, and moderately fine textured. Vegetation consists of open brush-grass communities w i t h a dense timber overstory on
some north slopes and b o t t o m areas.
The forage productivity is moderate to high due to favorable soil conditions. Timber
yield is moderate but limited to some north slopes. Some problems w i t h roads may
exist f r o m poor trafficability and low shear strength of wet soils. These lands have a
visual variety class of moderate except for the canyon lands which have a high class.
The habitat is varied and suited for a number of wildlife species.
Land Capability Group 2 - Contains Landtype Association C I - These lands include
high elevation (6000+), gentle to moderately steep, rolling granitic uplands. Soils are
moderately deep and deep, young, and coarse textured. Vegetation consists of moderate to dense stands of subalpine fir, lodgepole pine, and Douglas fir w i t h scattered
spruce bogs and open meadows.
Timber and forage yields are low to moderate, being restricted by the cold climate.
Water yield is moderate and leaves the slopes primarily as deep seepage and subsurface f l o w . Roading problems are encountered in crossing bogs and seep areas. These
lands provide summer and fall habitat for big game species and other small animals
and birds. The visual resource is classified as a low variety class due to the monotonous features.
Land Capability Group 3 -Contains Landtype associations F l and F2 -These lands
include moderately steep granitic mountain slopes at moderate elevations of 4000 to
6000 feet. Soils are shallow to deep and moderately coarse to coarse textured. Vegetative cover consists of moderate t o dense stands of timber and brush w i t h some
brush-grass openings on south slopes.
Timber yield on these lands is moderate to high. Forage yields are generally low due
t o the dense stands of timber. Water yield is moderate and some hazard of subsurface water interception by road cuts, exists, especially in drainageways. The visual
management variety class is low on these lands due to monotonous features. Wildlife
species associated primarily w i t h the Douglas f i r series of habitat types occupy these
lands.
Land Capability Group 4 - Contains Landtype Association D1 - These include high
elevational (6000-^), nearly level to moderately steep, low hilly lands and wet mead
ows. Soils are deep, coarse textured, gravelly, and cobbly. Vegetation consists of
grass and brush communities, wet meadows, and dense stands of timber. Meandering
streams dissecting these areas are common.
Water production is high and f l o w regulation is an important function of these lands.
Climatic restrictions limit timber yields. Forage yields range from low on the hills to
high in the wet meadows. Livestock grazing and summer use by wildlife species are
important uses of this area. Suitable sites for campgrounds occur in these lands,
although some limitations of climate, soil f e r t i l i t y , and trafficability exist.
Land Capability Group 5 - Contains Landtype Association D2 - These are nearly
level and gently sloping recent alluvial lands along major drainages. Elevations range
f r o m 3500 to 6000 feet. Soils are deep w i t h layers of extremely variable texture,
including gravel and cobble. Vegetation ranges f r o m riparian communities in wet segments, grass-brush communities in dry areas, to open to dense timber at higher elevations.
Water production is low, but these lands act as important flow regulators of water
f r o m adjacent higher elevation areas. Timber production is moderate to high but
extent is limited. Forage production ranges f r o m low to high depending on soil conditions and location. Many of these lands are subject to periodic flooding f r o m the
nearby streams. High water tables in some areas restrict use. These lands exhibit
some vegetative variation and are placed in a moderate visual management variety
class. The variety of soil and vegetative conditions is condusive to suitable habitats
for a wide variety of wildlife species.
Land Capability Group 6 - Contains Landtype Associations G2 and C2 - These lands
include U-shaped glacial troughs and other high elevational (6000-I-), steep granitic
mountain slopes. Soils range f r o m shallow vo deep and have cobbly, coarse textured
subsoils. Vegetative cover ranges f r o m dense to open stands of lodgepole pine, subalpine fir, and small scattered stands of spruce in wet areas.
Deep snowpacks and steep slopes result in high avalanche hazards. Water yield is
mcderatc to h:^h f.c... the slopes, ; t the flow "s reg^iJated t o ths s^^eams by the
buffering effect of the valley b o t t o m lands and the deep subsurface flows. Vegetative growth is restricted by the cold climate. Timber yields are low to moderate.
Forage production is low to moderate. Visual management variety classes range f r o m
moderate to unique for these lands. These lands provide summer and fall habitat for
big game species and a number of small animals and birds.
Land Capability Group 7 - Contains Ldndtype Association G1 -These lands include
high (6000-f) elevations, granitic rocky peaks, ridges, and steep headwalls w i t h interspersed cirque basins which may contain small lakes.
Vegetative growth is limited due to cold climate and shallow, rocky coarse texturea
soils. Scattered stands of whitebark pine and subalpine fir w i t h grouse whortleberry
and elk sedge understory are dominant on the upper slopes.
Small, open, wet meadows are common adjacent to the small lakes. Deep snowpacks, open vegetative cover, and steep slopes contribute t o the high avalanche hazard. The fragile soils w i l l not stand concentrated recreation use or development.
These lands have outstanding scenic qualities and are well suited to limited amounts
of dispersed recreation. Water yield is high and generally leaves the slopes as surface
runoff or deep seepage. The basins act as regulators for water supply to perennial
streams. A number of wildlife species occur on these lands, but the habitat is espe
cially well suited to mountain goats and pica.
Land Capability Group 8 - Contains Landtype Association F7 - These lands include
moderately steep to steep granitic mountain slopes w i t h subrounded to rounded
ridgetops and drainageways. Elevations range f r o m 3000 to 6000 feet. Soils are shallow to deep, moderately coarse textured, and may be gravelly The vegetation consists of open stands of brush and grass communities.
These lands are too droughty for timber production. Forage yields are moderate.
Livestock grazing is the dominant use for most of these lands. The high rates of
sedimentation f r o m surface erosion are a major consideration in management. The
warmer and drier exposures of these lands are heavily used by deer and upland birds
during the winter months. The visual management variety class is low to moderate
for these lands due to monotony of the landscape.
Land Capability Group 9 - Contains Landtype Associations F4, F5, and F6 - Steep,
strongly dissected, and oversteepened unstable granitic mountain slopes, headlands,
and escarpments characterize these lands. Elevations range f r o m 4000 to 6500 feet.
Soils are shallow to moderately deep, moderately coarse to coarse textured w i t h
small areas of moderately fine textured, stony soils. Vegetation varies f r o m scattered
to dense timber and open grassbrush communities.
Water yield is low and leaves the slopes as surface runoff or deep seepage. Timber
and forage yields are low to moderate and are restricted by hazards associated w i t h
the steep topography and unstable slopes. The steep and unstable slopes have a high
erosion and mass failure hazard for most soil disturbing activities. These lands have a
visual management variety class rating of moderate. Wildlife species assoicated primarily w i t h the Douglas fir series of habitat types occupy these lands.

NOTE
This map and report provide broad scale information suitable
for forest wide planning and development. More detailed information should be used for comprehensive unit planning and
project planning.
Land capability groups as used in this map and report are an
interpretive grouping of lands having similar timber, forage and
water production capabilities, and similar reponse to use. It
should not be confused with the USDA agricultural land capability system.
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CI

CRYIC UPLANDS

C2

CRYIC MOUNTAIN SLOPES

~- """^B

MORAINE AND OUTWASH LANDS

|

ALLUVIAL LANDS

|

GRANITIC FLUVIAL LANDS

|

F1

1

|

F2

LOW RELIEF GRANITIC FLUVIAL LANDS

F4

STRONGLY DISSECTED GRANITIC FLUVIAL LANDS

F5

STEEP GRANITIC CANYON SLOPES

F6

MASS WASTING FLUVIAL LANDS

F7

XERIC GRANITIC FLUVIAL LANDS

G1

GLACIATED GRANITIC HEADLANDS

G2

GLACIATED GRANITIC TROUGH LANDS

|

VI

BASALT CANYON LANDS

|

V2

1
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BASALT PLAINS

V4

SILICIC VOLCANIC LANDS
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